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1  | INTRODUC TION

Driven by concern for learners, colleagues and staff, as well as di-
rectives from accrediting bodies, the medical education community 
has mobilised to address the crisis of impaired wellness in trainees 

and physicians. This crisis, marked by alarming rates of burnout,1 de-
pression,2,3 anxiety4 and impaired empathy,5 has instilled a sense of 
urgency to address these states of impairment. Leaders, educators 
and scholars have developed a steady flow of resources, ranging 
from individual interventions (e.g. mindfulness6 and yoga7) to group 
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Abstract
Context: A wellness crisis exists among physicians and medical trainees. High rates of 
burnout, depression, stress and other states of impaired wellness have driven a sense 
of urgency to create solutions, and the medical education community has mobilised 
impressively. However, we argue—and data suggest—that this rush to find solutions 
has outpaced our efforts to more fully understand the nature of impaired wellness 
in medicine. This, we believe, has led to the implementation of solutions informed by 
limited understanding of the problems we intend to solve.
Methods: In this paper, we explore three contributors to this situation: (i) shaky 
definitions and conceptualisations of wellness, (ii) the predominance of deductive, 
quantitative research informing our understanding and current solutions, and (iii) the 
reliance on a ‘disease-focused’ approach to addressing impaired wellness in physi-
cians and trainees. We discuss how these contributors have led to the current state 
of the science of wellness in medicine: one characterised by an expanding array of so-
lutions built upon narrow conceptualisations of wellness and how it can be impaired.
Discussion: Moving beyond the current state of the science on wellness in medicine 
will require three critical developments: (i) consistent use of clear definitions of well-
ness; (ii) expanding our methodologies to include those utilising direct interaction 
with participants; and (iii) moving beyond solutions informed by a disease-model ap-
proach. We propose a different way of thinking about wellness: one based on what 
we view as an inherent—and potentially unavoidable—risk of experiencing impair-
ment during a career in medicine. We argue that efforts to extinguish and eliminate 
all states of impaired wellness may also eliminate opportunities to develop construc-
tive coping mechanisms and future resilience, and that wellness may best be con-
ceptualised as healthy and authentic engagement with the inevitable adversity of a 
career in medicine.
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interventions (e.g. discussion groups8) to institutional initiatives 
(e.g. pass or fail grading and mental health programmes9). Medical 
institutions, hospitals and training programmes have rearranged 
curricula,9 assigned well-being champions,10 developed toolkits11 
and realigned missions and values.12 Licensing bodies, such as the 
Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) and Accreditation 
Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), have mandated 
wellness programmes and resources in medical schools and post-
graduate training programmes in the United States.13,14 The net sum 
of these efforts has been a rapid proliferation of solutions designed 
to address impaired wellness in medical trainees and practising 
clinicians.

Problematically, we believe this surge in solutions is outpacing 
our efforts to fully characterise and understand the states of impair-
ment we're rushing to solve. Figures 1 and 2 from the scoping review 
by Mihailescu and Neiterman15 support this notion by illustrating: (i) 
how the vast majority of the literature on the mental health status 
of physicians and trainees is focused on solutions and interventions, 
with considerably less focused on understanding the problems to-
wards which they are directed, and (ii) that the topics of burnout, 
stress, depression and suicidality appear to dominate the literature 
on the mental health status of our population.

We contend that this concentration on interventions aimed 
predominantly at a handful of specific states of impairment (e.g. 
burnout, depression, and stress) may be unintentionally narrowing 
the focus of our wellness-related initiatives. We view this situa-
tion as akin to racing into a burning building with a limited set of 
tools and a narrow understanding of what is burning and why it 
burns. Some of the flames, emblematic of specific states of im-
pairment such as burnout and depression, are increasingly coming 
into focus, but what fuels them, how best to extinguish them and 
whether they should be extinguished at all remain largely in the 
shadows.

In this manuscript, we explore what we believe is the current state 
of the science on wellness in medical education: one marked by a 

proliferation of solutions based on a relatively limited foundation of 
understanding. Specifically, we propose that shaky definitions and 
conceptualisations of wellness, the use of narrow research method-
ologies to understand wellness and the reliance on what we call the 
“disease model” of wellness have contributed to this current state. 
We argue that these forces have created specific lenses through 
which we view the highly complex construct of wellness in medical 
education, and we reflect on how we might paradigmatically change 
our conceptualisations, research approaches and support structures 
moving forward. We propose that rather than continuing to approach 
impaired wellness as something to be diagnosed, treated or avoided, 
we shift towards understanding it as a potentially normal or inevitable 
part of the experience of learning and practising medicine. Ultimately, 
we suggest that impaired wellness should not be met exclusively with 
elimination efforts but also with full engagement in constructively 
moving through it.

2  | REFLE XIVIT Y:  SOME ROOTS OF OUR 
ORIENTATION

Our perspectives on impaired wellness are fundamentally shaped 
by our subjective experiences; therefore, it is important that we 
first outline the orientations that inform our arguments. Two of us 
(WEB and PWT) are clinician-educator-researchers and LV is a PhD 
researcher in health professions education. WEB and LV are from 
and work in North America, whereas PWT hails from and practises 
in Europe. PWT and LV possess extensive experience in qualitative 
methodologies and philosophies of science. WEB is a PhD candi-
date in health professions education. Under the supervision of PWT 
and LV, he studies how the self-conscious emotion of shame—or the 
feeling of being fundamentally flawed, deficient or unworthy—oc-
curs in medical trainees. Our work in this area, which has primar-
ily utilised qualitative inquiry, has revealed deep-seated aspects of 
the emotional experiences of medical trainees. Our participants’ 

F I G U R E  1   Frequency of themes in the 
literature on the current mental health 
status of physicians and physicians in 
training in North America. Reprinted from 
Mihailescu and Neiterman15. Permission 
not required (open access) [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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stories of shame and emotional distress have enlightened us to the 
emotional complexity of the medical learning experience, and they 
have shaped our own understanding of what it means to be well in 
medicine.

In addition, it is important for us to articulate how we con-
ceptu alise the constructs of wellness and impaired wellness 
that are the focus of this paper. In line with leading theories,16 
we view wellness as a multidimensional construct consisting of 
physical, social, intellectual, emotional and spiritual domains, all 
of which are interconnected and may influence one another.17 
Specifically, we utilise the definition of wellness proposed by 
Corbin and Pangrazi to the United States President's Council 
on Physical Fitness and Sports in 2001 and informed by these 
theories.17

A multidimensional state of being describing the exis-
tence of positive health in an individual as exemplified 
by quality of life and a sense of well-being.

By the above definition, we consider impaired wellness to be the 
absence or degradation of positive health, exemplified by lower qual-
ity of life and a lower sense of well-being. Impairment in wellness, 
which may occur in multiple personal dimensions and with inputs 
from the environment, impacts and is impacted by an individual's 
overall health.

Although these definitions are focused on wellness at the individ-
ual level, we acknowledge that wellness is heavily influenced by the 
environment.17 We also acknowledge that this individualist perspec-
tive does not give equal credence to more collectivist conceptualisa-
tions. Although we certainly value them, our upbringings in Europe 
and North America have instilled an understanding that is more 
aligned with the individualist orientation. We share our perspective 
to provide the reflexivity necessary for the reader to interpret and 
contextualise our arguments.

3  | THE POORLY DEFINED FOUNDATIONS 
OF WELLNESS

In providing a definition of wellness, we have done something rela-
tively rare in the wellness literature in medicine: explicitly define the 
term. Attempts to understand physician wellness are often conducted 
in the absence of clear conceptualisations of the phenomenon being 
studied. In a recent meta-analysis of 78 studies assessing physician 
wellness,18 67 studies (86%) did not define the term. In the 11 stud-
ies that did, there was significant variability in how wellness was con-
ceptualised and defined. For example, across those 11 studies, most 
definitions conceptualised wellness as having mental and physical do-
mains, but only three included a social well-being domain. Three other 
definitions conceptualised wellness based on the presence of positive 
valence or absence of negative valence. Not surprisingly, this variabil-
ity influenced the ways in which researchers studied wellness, with 
most assessments measuring it as a mental phenomenon, with less 
attention focused on its social, physical and integrated dimensions.18

Conceptual frameworks and definitions for wellness in medi-
cine do exist,19 and they provide useful ways of understanding this 
complex construct. However, it appears that the use of wellness 
as a clearly defined concept is inconsistent in our literature. This 
is problematic because in the absence of consistent use of clear 
definitions, it is difficult to know if we are creating knowledge 
that is based on diverse or uniform perspectives, theories and ex-
periences. Furthermore, without such clarity, we may be overly 
relying on, and failing to communicate about, our own personal 
perspectives in shaping the research we conduct and solutions we 
develop. Although these perspectives are certainly valid, they may 
be limiting the frames through which we seek to understand the 
highly complex construct of wellness and how it may be impaired. 
If we then develop solutions informed by these limited frames, we 
risk creating resources that are only relevant to people who con-
ceptualise wellness or experience impairment in the same way.

F I G U R E  2   Number of sources of 
mental health topics discussed in the 
literature on the current mental health 
status of physicians and physicians in 
training in North America. Reprinted from 
Mihailescu and Neiterman15. Permission 
not required (open access) [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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4  | THE IMPAC T OF RELIANCE ON 
OBJEC TIVE DEDUC TIVE RESE ARCH 
APPROACHES

Coupled with inconsistent use of clear definitions, we believe the 
predominant use of quantitative research methodologies is signifi-
cantly impacting the state of the science on wellness in medicine. 
For example, in a recent scoping review of research on resident well-
being, 21 of 27 studies utilised quantitative methods, with 17 con-
ducting cross-sectional assessments of the relationships between 
wellness and various work and personal factors.20 The abundance 
of systematic reviews and quantitative meta-analyses of wellness-
related studies is further evidence of this trend towards quantitative 
assessment.6,9,20-27

The findings from this impressive body of quantitative research 
have focused researchers’ attention on specific aspects of impaired 
physician wellness, including burnout, a well-studied and clearly influ-
ential state of impairment that holds a prominent place in the research 
on wellness in medicine. Other states of impairment, including depres-
sion, anxiety, stress and impaired empathy, are also present but less 
prominent, and so are contributing forces such as learner mistreat-
ment, harassment and bias. Importantly, these states and drivers of im-
pairment can be, and have been, studied quantitatively, the results of 
which enable us to conceptualise wellness in specific ways. However, 
these ways of understanding wellness in medicine may be obscuring 
other conceptualisations that could meaningfully inform the solutions 
we develop.

This opacity may be driven, in part, by a powerful set of assump-
tions about the nature of wellness that is linked to the quantitative 
approaches used to study them. These assumptions, which are gen-
erally aligned with positivist28 and post-positivist29 paradigmatic ori-
entations, include the belief that discrete, external realities about 
physician and trainee wellness exist and that we can utilise quantita-
tive methods to uncover and understand these realities.30 Working 
primarily within these paradigmatic orientations has significant lim-
itations. For instance, if we wanted to study shame (a highly complex 
phenomenon) in a deductive manner, we might harness existing the-
ory31 to hypothesise that shame is associated with depression, leads 
to impaired sleep and occurs more often in remediating students. 
We might then develop and validate an instrument to measure a 
specific aspect of shame (e.g. the frequency of its occurrence) and 
then utilise scales of depression, prevalence rates of medical error 
and measures of sleep to test, cross-sectionally, these potential as-
sociations with shame. These proxies would stand in for shame be-
cause, as an internal, subjective emotion uniquely experienced by 
each individual, shame is a phenomenon that is difficult to directly 
measure.32 The resulting findings might show us that shame and de-
pression are associated, that shamed individuals experience poorer 
sleep, and that remediating students are more likely to experience 
shame. These findings are likely to motivate us to develop interven-
tions that identify and resolve students’ shame, perhaps focusing on 
those undergoing remediation, so as to lower rates of depression 
and improve sleep.

Despite this reasonable, albeit hypothetical, study design, our 
understanding of the role of shame in medicine would be rooted in a 
single theory and remain incomplete. Utilising other theories and ex-
panding beyond deductive objective research could shed new light 
on what shame feels like, what it makes people want to do, what in-
ternal thought processes lead to it, and how it might be experienced 
differently from one individual to another. This information could 
point us towards interventions that our theories haven't predicted, 
and it could inform us about how individuals may idiosyncratically 
respond to the interventions that our current conceptualisations and 
theories support.

Thus, we assert that using a predominantly deductive, objec-
tivist approach to studying wellness risks leading to narrower, 
proxy-dependent insights than would be afforded through the 
balanced use of a broader set of methodologies. Furthermore, de-
manding objectivity in our wellness-related research will require 
that we maintain distance from the individuals and phenomena 
we seek to understand. This will prevent us from delving deeply 
into, or expanding outwards from, participants’ actual lived expe-
riences and how their unique contexts influence their wellness. 
In the case of shame, this would be problematic because it, like 
so many of the wellness phenomena we seek to understand, is 
not only deeply experienced, highly nuanced and contextually in-
fluenced,33 but it is also stigmatised, poorly understood and con-
fused with related constructs.32 Thus, not only would objective 
distance inhibit deeper understanding of individuals’ shame expe-
riences, but it is likely to undermine the efficacy and relevance of 
the interventions that follow.

5  | THE INFLUENCE OF THE DISE A SE-
FOCUSED MODEL OF WELLNESS

We suggest that the rapid transition to solutionism, the shaky 
conceptual foundation regarding wellness and the heavy reliance 
on deductive quantitative research have contributed to a specific 
way of approaching impaired physician wellness: one that con-
ceptualises it through the lens of diagnosable disease. Indeed, the 
language of medical diagnosis permeates our wellness research 
and scholarship. Wellness-related surveys such as the Maslach 
Burnout Inventory,34 Perceived Stress Scale35 and Jefferson 
Empathy Scale36 “take the vitals”37 of individuals and diagnose 
specific states of impairment such as burnout, stress and dimin-
ished empathy. Once identified, we are called to seek “prescrip-
tions”37 that allow us to “ward off”,38 “prevent”21 and “take action 
against”39 these states of impairment, in the same way as we ap-
proach conditions such as heart failure or pneumonia. In lieu of 
diuretics and antibiotics, we prescribe treatments such as mindful-
ness and yoga, which we likewise hope will resolve the underlying 
condition. In approaching impaired physician and trainee wellness 
in this way, we buoy underlying assumptions about impaired well-
ness, namely that it (i) generally affects all individuals in a simi-
lar fashion, (ii) can be accurately identified, (iii) can and should be 
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treated at the level of the individual, (iv) can be improved or cured, 
and (v) if improved or cured, will positively impact the individual's 
overall wellness.

Approaching impaired wellness in this way is neither inher-
ently wrong nor foreign to us. The medical profession has histor-
ically been guided by the principle of achieving health through 
the treatment and eradication of disease. However, although the 
disease model may be appealing, it has flaws. First, just as a pa-
tient's health is more than the absence of disease,16,40 so too is a 
physician's or trainee's wellness more than the absence of specific 
states of impairment. An individual's wellness is influenced by di-
verse factors existing in multi-layered dimensions.16 Second, a dis-
ease-focused model fails to address the role of factors that exist 
outside the individual and are not easily diagnosed. Akin to the 
role of social determinants of health in patient care, these factors 
may be deeply embedded in physicians’ and trainees’ lived expe-
riences and may exert significant influence (negative or positive) 
on their overall wellness. Indeed, an individual may be well in one 
context and unwell in another, and it may often be the case that 
the environment is sick, and not the individual. Third, if we adopt a 
disease-model approach to wellness, we risk identifying and treat-
ing the symptoms of more deep-seated states of impairment with-
out addressing the core drivers. For example, our research shows 
that shamed learners can simultaneously experience feelings of 
burnout, depression and impaired empathy, all states that we are 
able to “diagnose” and for which “treatments” exist.33 However, 
because shame is a deeply held, isolating and stigmatised emo-
tion, it is unlikely to be resolved by only addressing its identifiable 
manifestations. In fact, veiled undercurrents from phenomena like 
shame may explain why specific interventions such as mindful-
ness, support groups, stress management training and protected 
sleep periods have had limited, if any, effect on psychological dis-
tress in medical trainees to date.6,22

If our understanding of physician wellness remains narrowly de-
fined and limited to that which we can measure and diagnose, we 
must consider which aspects of wellness are being ignored because 
they cannot be easily quantified and labelled. Which solutions to 
yet-discovered determinants of wellness are we failing to recognise 
and employ? If we maintain this myopic focus, what negative con-
sequences for physician and trainee wellness lie downstream? In 
other words, we assert that, because of our shaky conceptual foun-
dations, reliance on quantitative deductive research and use of a 
disease-model approach, there is exponentially more that we do not 
know about how physicians and trainees attain wellness, and how it 
can be impaired, than we do know.

6  | E XPANDING BE YOND THE CURRENT 
STATE

Given this current state, how can we better conceptualise and sup-
port the wellness of medical trainees and practising physicians? 
How can we more effectively understand, identify and contain the 

wellness fires that burn in medicine? To ensure that the interven-
tions we develop truly improve physician and trainee wellness, we 
need to expand beyond the current state of our science. This will 
require three critical developments: (i) consistent use of clear defini-
tions of wellness in medicine; (ii) expanding our methodologies to 
include those utilising direct interaction with participants, and (iii) 
moving beyond a disease-model approach.

We believe it is imperative for scholars to consistently utilise 
clear definitions and to clearly state the theories that inform inves-
tigations of wellness in medicine. This will allow our community to 
identify the critical perspectives that may be missing and enable 
consumers of our research to situate it within their own contexts. 
Importantly, we contend that there is not a single correct or univer-
sal way to conceptualise wellness, and we suggest looking beyond 
the medical education literature to other disciplines where robust 
definitions and theories have been developed (e.g. psychology, so-
ciology and anthropology). We need not rely on a single body of lit-
erature (i.e. ours in health professions education) for foundational 
understanding of this complex phenomenon. Furthermore, we 
should strive to conceptualise wellness in a way that attends to its 
personal nature while at the same time incorporating the multiple di-
mensions in which it can occur and multiple inputs that can influence 
it, including those from the environment and the community.

To investigate the inherently personal, complex constructs that 
influence wellness, we should empower individuals to fully articulate 
their experiences with impaired wellness and the meanings they at-
tribute to those experiences. This requires empathy, connection and 
shared experience, which we argue can only come about through 
direct interaction with study participants. Researchers should 
partner with individuals with impaired wellness to wrestle with un-
comfortable stories, explore the nuances of their experiences and 
non-judgementally understand the sources and ramifications of 
their impairment. This type of research work requires approaches 
in which researchers and participants co-construct knowledge to-
gether. The use of such approaches, to include hermeneutic phe-
nomenology, ethnography and narrative research, is growing in 
medical education and should occur alongside, and help inform, on-
going deductive approaches. Doing this will require that we relax our 
fixation on objectivity as the standard of academic rigour and adopt 
ways of thinking about wellness research that accept and harness 
the power of subjectivity. The knowledge this affords will better sit-
uate and expand our current understanding of wellness within the 
deeper, more complex context of individual lived experience.

The disease-focused approach to wellness has, in many respects, 
been successful. It has identified specific diagnoses such as burnout 
and depression, revealed their prevalence and inspired solutions with 
curative potential. Despite these successes, we believe this approach 
has simultaneously created blind spots and narrowed our focus to 
experiences that can be diagnosed and treated with a limited set of 
tools. We advocate moving beyond a disease-focused model of well-
ness towards a more holistic understanding that recognises the inher-
ent risks and threats to wellness embedded in learning and practising 
medicine. These threats and risks are fuelled by the very nature of 
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medicine. We endure rigorous and, at times, discriminatory, abusive, 
and suboptimal41,42 training pipelines that force us to confront and 
overcome deficiencies in knowledge, skill and interpersonal commu-
nication, all while learning medicine on real people. We make high-
stakes decisions in variable, uncertain situations with patients who, 
placing their lives in our hands, rely on our expertise and can be seri-
ously harmed by our mistakes. We help our patients navigate highly 
complex, inefficient care systems that increasingly demand large 
amounts of our time and energy but consistently neglect to lighten 
the burden. We take on the additional roles of education and scien-
tific discovery, which bring true value but incur additional demands 
on our limited personal resources. Finally, we do all of this while try-
ing to maintain rich personal lives with some degree of normalcy and 
a high degree of meaning.

We worry that, within this extremely demanding milieu:

• the risk of developing an impaired state of wellness may be 
unavoidable;

• feelings related to the dominant construct of burnout may be nor-
mal and understandable reactions to an otherwise unmanageable 
situation;

• losing empathy may be inevitable when learning medicine in a 
toxic environment;

• aspects of shame may be a normal emotional response to erring in 
the care of patients for whom we committed to “first do no harm”; 
and

• achieving and maintaining complete wellness in medicine may be 
fundamentally impossible.

Furthermore, resolving to treat and cure all forms of impaired 
wellness, thereby stigmatising their presence even further, may 
inadvertently undermine the development of constructive coping 
mechanisms. If we strive to avoid or eliminate states of impaired 
wellness, do we risk also eliminating the opportunity to overcome 
this adversity and develop future resilience? Thus, we propose an 
additional and perhaps counterintuitive notion: that not all episodes 
of impaired wellness should be extinguished.

In other words, if we view wellness as the absence of specific 
states of impairment and believe that all states of impairment are 
pathologic and must be treated and cured, we cannot consider: (i) 
the possibility that some forms of impaired wellness may be a normal 
and unavoidable part of a physician's career, and (ii) that impaired 
wellness can serve as a catalyst for personal growth and resilience 
development.

We believe that authentically striving to be well, without expecta-
tions of always achieving it, is a very realistic and healthy goal. Within 
this approach, we engage in a process of continual improvement and 
view impaired wellness not as failure, but as a challenging experience 
that may offer the opportunity for reflection and growth. Accordingly, 
we believe that healthy and authentic engagement with the inevitable 
adversity of both learning and practising medicine is the way towards 
achieving—and maintaining—wellness in our profession.

7  | CONCLUSION

As we rush to fight the fires that threaten the wellness of physicians 
and medical trainees, it is time to pause and consider the state of our 
science. We should consider how we are currently defining wellness (if 
at all), how our largely deductive, objectivist approaches have influenced 
our conceptualisations, and how these conceptualisations, in turn, may 
have informed a rush to find solutions. We should recognise and applaud 
the tremendous amount of work carried out on wellness in medicine to 
date, but simultaneously acknowledge how much we don't know and 
how much we can never know. Then, armed with the renewed purpose 
that comes from aligning our concepts, the deeper understanding that 
comes from direct interaction and the expanded capabilities that come 
from balancing our research approaches, we should advance, whole-
heartedly, towards the future of wellness in medicine.
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